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Bret Michaels and Tesla make fans forget
about the rain
The weather eouidn't stop the mu-sicians from playing in Los
Angeles iast SaturCay.
By Ryan Laskodi
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It's a cold rainy night in Los Angeles, the kind of night where you want to relax with a warm
cup of hot chocolate and the TV. Yet there is a different story entirely. A group of rock and roll
fans are at a concert. They are outside in the rain but they don't care and neither does the
band. Fans are in the seats having a good time while the band is up on the stage cranking
out the loud heavy music.

This is what fans experienced at the Bret Michaels concert Saturday night. \Mile the rain
might have been a bit of a downer for some people, Michaels and company cranked out a
simple effective set of tunes that kept the pafi going and the people happy.

Opening up for Michaels were 80's heavy metal band Tesla. And they did exactly what an
opening band should do; get the audience pumped up for the main performer. From the
moment the first chords came from the guitars the audience knew what they were in for. A set
of your in face loud rock and roll with no special additions. The volume was cranked up so
loud you could feelthe bass in your body.

Tesla proved that often times simplicity is the best thing. There were no long endedguitar
solos or crazy drum solos. lt seemed that they didn't really do anything different with their
songs. ln the hands of a lot of bands that wouldn't be a good thing. But Tesla played with so
much enetgy and was confident in themselves that it worked very well. From the loud raspy
vocals of Jeff Keith to the twin guitar attack of Frank Hannon and Dave Rude the band started
strong and never looked back.

They cranked out 10 hits in the t hour or so they had toperform and there was no encore. A
majority of tracks came from their albums The Great Radio Controversy and Mechanical
Resonance. There were also a cou.ple of tracks off of their most recent album Farever More.
Most of the songs were the hard heavy metal stuff such as Hang Tou-gh and Modern Day
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Cowboy but the band also slowed down things for power ballads every know and then, the

biggest one being their hit Love Song.

Audience response was very strong. When the concert first started there were very few
people in the concert area, but as the night progressed the crowd grew. While they were iust
the opening act there were a couple of Tesla Troops in the audience wearing Tesla t-shirts.

After their last song they thanked the fans and walked off stage.

After a brief intermission, it was announced that Bret Michaels would soon be taking the

stage. To tease the audience, Guns N' Roses Welcome to the Jungle was p&ayed for the

audience. And not just a few brief seconds, the whole song. After the song einded Michaels

band came on stage and played for a few seconds. The audience was then asked if they

were ready and soon afterwards Michaels came on stage and the band cranked out the song

Talk Dirty to Me.

There was quite a diverse fan base there to see Michaels. There were older people who
probably know him as the lead singer from the band Poison and the younger people who

most likely know him from the VH1 reality series Rock of Love.

The main message Michaels wanted to get across that night was, even though it's raining we

are still going to have a good time. And without a doubt Michaels delivered. Part of that came

from Michael's performer as a front man. The main thing he did was encourage the audience

to join him in different ways. \Mether it was having them clap their hands or sing along with

him during a chorus. Also when he was singing Michaels would often look down at the
audience and point at them or if he saw somebody singing or dancing along he would say
something to them.

After every song Michaels took the opportunity to thank his fans, showing sincerity and a
gratitude that isn't seen in most rock stars. He also at one point thanked the fans for making

Rock of Love the number one show on VH1 and also played the theme song Go That Far.

V1/trile he mostly sang, he also cranked out an acoustic for a couple of songs and a harmonica
for Your Mama Dan't Dance.

Michaels cranked out 11 songs which included one encore. A big chunk came from the
Poison catalogue (Talk Dirty to Me, Every Rose Has lt's Thorn) but there were a couple of
Michael's solo stuff (Something to Believe ln, Go That Far) and covers of Lynyrd Skynyrd's
Sweef Home Alabama and Sublime'sWhat I Got which willbe on his upcoming album

Custam Built.

The music was very simple, but Michaels also added some color to set now and then. During
Sweet Home Alabama he extended one of the choruses and gave the piano player room to
improvise. During Unskinny Bop the intro was extended and had more of a funky feelto it.
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